March 15, 2022
Ms. Darla Lindt
Women’s Professional Rodeo Association
431 S. Cascade
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Dear Ms. Lindt:
This letter certifies the recount of the election ballot results for the Texas Circuit Director for
2022 as of 5:00pm MT on March 4, 2022. At the direction of the WPRA Board of Directors, Jan
Thomas, Partner, performed an examination of ballots and recount of ballots received for the
Texas Circuit Director. The results were the same as originally reported as follows.
TEXAS
1. Lois Ferguson
2. Kappy Allen

63
40

A general overview of the process utilized for the recording and counting ballots is included for
informational purposes.
• Staff person A received, scanned and saved all mail-in ballots.
• Staff person B saved and recorded fax ballots and recorded all scanned mail-in ballots.
• On occasion to expedite verifications, Pauline Davis, Partner, assisted scanning mail-in
ballots or recording faxes.
• Any ballots recorded by Pauline were examined and the recorded vote was verified by
Staff person B.
• Pauline examined all ballots and verified the recorded vote for all ballots entered by
Staff person B.
• Once votes were recorded, Pauline sent all acknowledgement emails and postcards to
each WPRA member that submitted a ballot.
• Pauline performed a reconciliation of the count of all ballots received to each category of
votes and prepared the results letter.
• After the deadline and calculation of results, Calvin Logan, Partner, examined all ballots,
verified the recorded vote for all ballots, and verified all results of the election.
We were notified by WPRA management of 13 unique ballot numbers which had designated
Roping for their voting election, but were incorrectly sent ballots with line allowing a vote for
the Texas Circuit Director. None of these 13 ballots were returned, however, so there is no
effect on the vote count.

Broomfield, CO

